ABSTRACT: Discrete power series methods of summability axe defined. Their basic regularity and abelian properties are developed and it is shown that each strictly includes its corresponding ( J p ·) method.
If lim p,(x) = 3 then we say that {a n } is limitable to s by the power series method (P) and write (Ρ). When there can be no ambiguity about the underlying sequence {p*}, we drop the subscript on the radius of convergence and use ρ instead of p p .
Power series methods, also called (J p ) methods in the literature, have been extensively studied. For example, see [7] . The basic regularity results, available in [7] , were concisely summarized by Borwein in [4] and his result is recalled here. it yn = \> Suppose first that 0 < ρ < οο. By a theorem of Carleman (see [5] , [6] or [3] ) there exists an entire function g such that Iff (ζ) -φ(χ) I < 1 for. all iëR.
Set f(z) = g(---).
Then / is analytic for \z\ < ρ so there exists a sequence {a*} p-z I would like to thank the referee for suggestions which improved the proof of theorem 2.1.
